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James Vary, right, and coauthor Andrey Shirokov with
an illustration of a tetraneutron. Credit: Christopher
Gannon/Iowa State University

Iowa State University researchers have helped
demonstrate the existence of a subatomic structure
once thought unlikely to exist. 

James Vary, a professor of physics and
astronomy, and Andrey Shirokov, a visiting
scientist, together with an international team, used
sophisticated supercomputer simulations to show
the quasi-stable existence of a tetraneutron, a
structure comprised of four neutrons (subatomic
particles with no charge).

The new finding was published in Physical Review
Letters, a publication of the American Physical
Society, on October 28.

On their own, neutrons are very unstable and will
convert into protons—positively charged subatomic
particles—after ten minutes. Groups of two or three
neutrons do not form a stable structure, but the
new simulations in this research demonstrate that
four neutrons together can form a resonance, a
structure stable for a period of time before
decaying.

For the tetraneutron, this lifetime is only 5×10^(-22)
seconds (a tiny fraction of a billionth of a
nanosecond). Though this time seems very short, it
is long enough to study, and provides a new
avenue for exploring the strong forces between
neutrons.

"This opens up a whole new line of research," Vary
said. "Studying the tetraneutron will help us
understand interneutron forces including previously
unexplored features of the unstable two-neutron
and three-neutron systems."

The advanced simulations demonstrating the
tetraneutron corroborate the first observational
evidence of the tetraneutron earlier this year in an
experiment performed at the RIKEN Radioactive
Ion Beam Factory (RIBF), in Saitama, Japan. The
tetraneutron structure has been sought for 40 years
with little evidence supporting its existence, until
now. The properties predicted by the calculations in
the simulations were consistent with the observed
properties from the experiment in Japan.

The research in Japan used a beam of Helium-8,
Helium with 4 extra neutrons, colliding with a
regular Helium-4 atom. The collision breaks up the
Helium-8 into another Helium-4 and a tetraneutron
in its brief resonance state, before it, too, breaks
apart, forming four lone neutrons.

"We know that additional experiments with state-of-
the-art facilities are in preparation with the goal to
get precise characteristics of the tetraneutron,"
Vary said. "We are providing our state-of-the-art
predictions to help guide these experiments."

The existence of the tetraneutron, once confirmed
and refined, will add an interesting new entry and
gap to the chart of nuclides, a graph representing
all known nuclei and their isotopes, or nuclei with a
different number of neutrons. Similar to the periodic
table, which organizes the chemical behavior of
elements, the nuclide chart represents the
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radioactive behavior of elements and their isotopes.
While most nuclei add or subtract neutrons one at a
time, this research shows that a neutron itself will
have a gap between a single neutron and a
tetraneutron.

The only other known neutron structure is a neutron
star, small but dense stars thought to be made
almost entirely of neutrons. These stars may be
only about seven miles in radius but have a mass
similar to that of our sun. Neutron stars have
neutrons on the order 10^57. Further research may
explore if there are other numbers of neutrons that
form a stable resonance along the path to reaching
the size of a neutron star. 

  More information: A. M. Shirokov et al,
Prediction for a Four-Neutron Resonance, Physical
Review Letters (2016). DOI:
10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.182502
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